
siallyenriched cats

Detntmnoidalstructurein
·- X -: VxV -> V
· Aunit1eV & Re:X-1xX

Ur: X - Xx1natural isomorphisms,
· a: (xxy)xz -Xx(YxZ)

natural is

Ax(1xB) -> (A*1)*B
triangle
axio x ↓

commutes
A*B

Ax(B*(0)) -> (x)*(cad
Pentagon ↓ CARQDaxio-

A*((x)a0) ↓
-(A*(BxC)) *D

Taclare
All diagrams commute (at leastinvolving
associators and unitors).
In particular, higher associativity forfree.



Ex X in any category admitting

dinite products. Here the unit

is the terminal object.

· (Set, X, 2*3)
·((at,x,(0))
·(SSet, X, f

Anlaxmonoidal functors and nat

transformations are functors and

not transf, thatrespect

~, I, associativity, unitdity.

Hax men functor] fiv ->W
-

· map I
k
-> F(1v)

~ nat ma FXfYt f(xQY
*not

isos

*direction matters

other direction gives
oplax functors



-

m not transf Tif

FXafY -> f(xai)

↓
2xxr -kax)
*

-↓
=(1) -> G(1) cate

Lark
rax

MonCat is a 2-category
where V. W the non-category

is Fundv,w)
Defn Let(V, a, 1) be a
monoidal cat. AVerriched

category 2 is a collection of

objects and Xx,y te a

Home(x,y) EV with composition

Home(x,y)xHome(4,z) -Home(X,z)



and an identity idx

.

I?Home?x
--

satisfying associativityunitality.

examples
·Acategory enriched in (Set,x)
is a category

A cat-enriched category is

a st 2-category.

I
A [strict2-categorylaidoneoftheidy with ididx 2-morphism

· composition functors Chorizontal composition]

↳callinitss
f I

Cutis a 2-cat toB givesAl
-> ↳S

->



It

A
-

B ↓ C -> Fr↳
F
-

Ho

* - -
I JoG

((,)x((B,d)x((A,B)↓
((B,0(xC(A,0) = c(c,0) x 2A,)z

if Fronstrict

5,0 -L i.e 2-isomorphism
(fog(oh -> f0(9-h)

commutes (if strict)

or ~P +O hattranst

A

at -enrichase
-

with one objectis a

strictly associative monoidal

-enriched
tractorDet A

-

fic-P is x f(x)

a mor Home(x,y) ->Home (f(x), f(y))



Hom (x, y) &Homly,z) -> Hom(x,z)

↓ ↓
H0 -(8x,877*Hom(fy,fz) -> Hoa/fx,fz)

1Howx,x

idxt ↓
How(8x,fx)

At Cat is the category of

r-enriched categoires &

-icked
fractors

-

Alax monoidal functor

%: v -> v' gives a functor

4:(at -> Cate
this determines a 2-functor

Mondat**-> Cat



If
2 - functor

MonCat"* -> (at; VItCat
0:v =>v

otcatneed tobea
av'enriched da(2)
objects are the same as C

and Hora (44) =0(Hore(x,4))

CEs c Homx, y) Hom(fx, fe)

Yac -C alHone(x,y))*(How
(fx,fn))

his
natureis

x:p -4
is sentto tx:PC) -> Pak
identify on objects

x:P(Home(x,y)) -> 4(How,(X,4))



E
-
(x,y).
It follows thatmonoidal

adjunctions determine adjunctions
of enriched categoric

miralcatenable is

V-erriched then its underling
canwe is given by

Hom (1,ti V ->Set

u2 =Homn(1,(l) e(at

xiticialcategory

i S C CCatsSet =(at1
Ex if 2tCate then

we has the same obs as e

and Hom(x,y) =(Hon,(x,y)0



Lemma
-

there is a fully faithful embeddingi
cat- fun(D, (at)

wists from

ern: Set -> Set

X is Xn

lift toleraCaty -> Cat

given 2 (a+1

(i(e)(n =(evn(x(C)

is bicomplete

Hot Given an Inshaped diagram

in casts, he getan Eshape

diagram in Fun(do", (at)
we getcolime:

ob(colin(i) =coim(ob(ei))
C:SetIPsgetieve set
-


